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ABSTRACT
We present analytically and experimentally determined cost distributions for all euclidean
two-dimensional symmetric instances of the Traveling Salesman Problem in the TSPLIB
library. Results obtained show characteristic cost distributions in all cases with and a high
stability against degeneration.
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Statistics
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1. Introduction
A combinatorial optimization problem can be described by a search space which
contains all valid solutions and an objective function that assigns every element
in the search space a numeric value. Without loss of generality, we assume that
the problem is a minimization problem, i.e., the solution assigned the least value
is optimal. Given a particular solution, we refer to the value of the objective
function as costs. We use the term cost distribution for the distribution of costs
occurring in the search space.
In this paper, we investigate cost distributions of the two-dimensional Eu-
clidean Symmetric Traveling Salesman Problem [GJ79], where instances are
given by the two-dimensional coordinates of the cities. The optimization goal
is to nd the shortest possible tour visiting all cities. The length of a tour is
referred to as its cost in the following. The problem considered is not only one
of the most prominent test grounds for combinatorial optimization algorithms,
it is also of eminent practical importance. Throughout this paper, we will refer
to this particular facet of the general Traveling Salesman Problem as TSP.
Cost distributions often show distinct characteristics for the underlying op-
timization problem. These features|best visible for what can be seen as the
standard or average case|depend on the problem’s parameters, the most in-
fluential of which is the problem size. Distributions of problems of very small
sizes usually contain a large portion of noise; in other words, it does not make
much sense to speak of a cost distribution if there are only a couple of dierent
values. But also independent of the problem instance’s size, the problem may
degenerate to a pathological case where for example all solutions have the same
cost value, or only very few dierent cost values are possible. Furthermore, dif-
ferent optimization problems are aected dierently by this degeneration, i.e.,
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for some problems pathological cases are very dicult to construct whereas it
can be simple with other problems [WGL99].
The questions we want to address in this paper include
 What features characterize the cost distributions of the TSP?
 How susceptible to degeneration are the observed features?
Using randomly generated problem instances for the analysis of a combina-
torial optimization problem may lead to analyzing the average case only. It is
more appropriate to use a collection of both synthetic and practical problems,
for the analysis of the problem. In case of the TSP the TSPLIB emerged as the
standard test bed widely used in its eld [Rei91]. In the sequel, we determine
the cost distributions of all symmetric two-dimensional euclidean instances of
the Traveling Salesman Problem in the TSPLIB and contrast them with analyt-
ically derived approximations. The results provide strong evidence as to what
the characteristic features of the cost distribution are and how to approximate
those distributions. Moreover, results suggest that these features are highly
resistant against degeneration.
Cost distributions elicit an intuitive measure of the problem’s diculty which
can be used to decide what optimization algorithm to deploy.
2. Model for the Problem
An instance of the TSP is given by the coordinates of the single cities. Every
city is connected to every other city by an edge the length of the euclidean
distance of the two cities.
In more formal terms, we can state the problem as nding a permutation
v1; : : : ; vn of cities given as two-dimensional vectors such that




is minimal. The rst part of the sum, which results from the condition to
connect rst and last point of the tour, may be omitted depending on the
interpretation of the problem: For a salesman, returning to the starting point is
usually necessary, with a drilling problem, completing the tour is only necessary
if the drilling is to be repeated.
In order to approximate the cost distribution of a problem instance we rst
determine mean (C) and deviation (C) of the pairwise distances of the cities.
We model the length of a tour through n cities as the sum of n normally
distributed random variables with parameters (C) and (C). According to the
Central Limit Theorem of statistics, we can approximate the cost distribution




Observation. The left most quantile of the cost distribution contains the
optimal solution. Figure 1 shows a cost distribution for the problem u1817 of
TSPLIB obtained from a sample of 107 (see also Section A.70, p. 80). The















































Figure 2: Comparison of approximated and actual cost distribution including




lmin length of optimal tour
l
(G)
min length of shortest tour found by greedy heuristic
l
(G)
max length of longest tour found by greedy heuristic
l
(S)
min length of shortest tour found by sampling
l
(S)
max length of longest tour found by sampling
(S) mean of sampled distribution
(A) mean of approximated distribution
(S) deviation of sampled distribution
(A) deviation of approximated distribution
 Kulback-Leibler Divergence of sampled and approximated dis-
tribution centered on resp. means
Table 1: Identiers used in the experiments.
sample can be somewhat misleading since it does not unveil how far to the
left the optimal tour is. In general, the shortest tour is indeed far o and the
probability to nd the optimum or any tour close to it in a random sample
is almost zero. Note, this problem does not aect the shape of the density,
as our approximation is dened on R having positive values, but requires a
rectication. To correct the histogram in this respect we need to adjust the
range to cover minimal and maximal solution. For nearly all TSP problems
in TSPLIB, the optimum is known. Otherwise very tight boundaries for the
optimum are known. For the longest possible tour, we use an approximation
generated with a greedy heuristic. In Figure 2 the rectied histogram is shown
where characteristic points are marked up.
3. Experiments
With respect to the questions raised in the introduction it is important to use
real world examples rather than randomly generated instances as the latter
bears the danger to be always a kind of \average" case. The TSPLIB contains
77 problems of the two-dimensional euclidean type, which are either practical
examples of real world application, or instances widely used in related work.
For each of them we present a map and a comparison of analytical and actual
cost distribution in the Appendix (see pp. 11). Having a graphical map of the
problem is often useful to understand why analytical and actual distribution
dier. The actual distributions are obtained from samples of size 107. The left
plot below the map shows the sampled histogram, the right shows the rectied
distribution as detailed above.
As it became clear from the abovementioned example, a comparison of the
actual and the approximated distribution has to take heavy tails into account,

















Figure 3: Distribution of pairwise distances for problem u1817.
over the dierence is not suitable as the distributions may for example dier
by this means by a value close to 2|the maximum distance of two densities
under this metric|although both distributions have almost all their weight in
the same quantile of one mere per cent. To overcome this problem we take
two separate measures, the overlap and the similarity of shape. The rst one
is expressed by the dierence of the means, the second by the Kullback-Leibler
Divergence after centering the distributions on their means. In all experiments,
the sampled tours were generated with uniform probability. In Table 1 the
identiers we use to characterize the experiments are explained.
All instances show distributions that are symmetric and largely coinciding
with the normal distributions used for approximation as the small values of 
indicate.
Another eect deserving special attention is the fact that the means sampled
as well as approximated are in the right half of the total range. At rst glance,
one might attribute this skew to the fact that the left edge of the distributions
is the absolute minimum whereas the right is only approximated with a greedy
heuristic. However also the minimum obtained by greedy optimization is dis-
tinctly further away from the mean than its counterpart, the maximum. The
explanation requires a look at the distribution of the pairwise distances between
cities. This distribution is skewed as shown in Figure 3. Though not important
for the Central Limit Theorem and the shape of the approximation, the skew
determines the length of the distribution’s tails. For very small problem sizes,
this eect is almost negligible but gains importance with increasing problem
size.
4. Summary
We determined experimentally the cost distributions for all two-dimensional
symmetric euclidean instances of the Traveling Salesman Problems in the
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TSPLIB, the standard problem library in this eld.
In all cases the cost distributions obtained by sampling coincide largely with
normal distributions. However, the optimal solutions is signicantly shorter
than the shortest tour found in a uniform sample. Also, a simple greedy heuris-
tic produces results better than the sampled ones in all cases.
As a consequence in the context of optimization with branch and bound
algorithms, we can nd easily upper bounds that cut o more than 99% of the
search space so that the segments that actually have to be enumerated are of
very small size relative to the size of the total search space.
Cost distributions have furthermore direct application of selecting a solution
at random, a task that is a central element of practically every probabilistic
optimization algorithm. Our further research is geared towards a better under-
standing of the interplay of cost distributions and the application of branch and
bound algorithms. Specically the transfer of the obtained knowledge to other
areas of combinatorial optimization like database query optimization is subject
of our ongoing research.
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A. Euclidean Symmetric TSP Instances
This appendix contains a comparison of actual and approximated cost distribu-
tions for all TSP instances in TSPLIB. We present (a) the problem instance as
two-dimensional map, (b) comparison of sampled and analytically derived cost
distribution within the range of the sampled distribution, and (c) this compar-
ison including minimum and maximum. It is interesting to see how patterns
and other structural properties of the map translate to dierences between the
actual and predicted distribution. Finally, the plot containing the extrema gives
a good impression as to how solutions found in random samples compare to the
optimum.
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Figure 5: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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A.2 berlin52

































Figure 7: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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A.3 bier127































Figure 9: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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A.4 brd14051































Figure 11: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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A.5 ch130































Figure 13: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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Figure 15: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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A.7 d1291































Figure 17: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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A.8 d15112







































Figure 19: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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A.9 d1655







































Figure 21: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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A.10 d18512































Figure 23: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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A.11 d198

































Figure 25: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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A.12 d2103



































Figure 27: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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Figure 29: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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Figure 31: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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A.15 eil101

































Figure 33: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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A.16 eil51







































Figure 35: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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A.17 eil76





































Figure 37: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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A.18 fl1400





































Figure 39: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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A.19 fl1577

































Figure 41: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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A.20 fl3795





































Figure 43: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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Figure 45: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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A.22 fnl4461





































Figure 47: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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A.23 gil262

































Figure 49: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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Figure 51: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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A.25 kroA150





































Figure 53: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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A.26 kroA200



































Figure 55: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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A.27 kroB100









































Figure 57: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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A.28 kroB150





































Figure 59: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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Figure 61: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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Figure 63: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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A.31 kroD100

































Figure 65: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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Figure 67: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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Figure 69: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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Figure 71: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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Figure 73: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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Figure 75: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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A.37 pcb1173































Figure 77: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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A.38 pcb3038









































Figure 79: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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A.39 pcb442

































Figure 81: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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Figure 83: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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A.41 pr107



































Figure 85: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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Figure 87: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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Figure 89: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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A.44 pr144



































Figure 91: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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Figure 93: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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Figure 95: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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Figure 97: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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A.48 pr264









































Figure 99: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sampling.
(Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted range).
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Figure 101: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sam-













































Figure 103: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sam-









































Figure 105: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sam-





































Figure 107: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sam-











































Figure 109: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sam-







































Figure 111: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sam-













































Figure 113: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sam-











































Figure 115: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sam-













































Figure 117: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sam-





































Figure 119: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sam-









































Figure 121: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sam-







































Figure 123: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sam-





































Figure 125: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sam-











































Figure 127: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sam-











































Figure 129: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sam-



































Figure 131: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sam-













































Figure 133: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sam-







































Figure 135: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sam-









































Figure 137: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sam-











































Figure 139: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sam-



































Figure 141: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sam-











































Figure 143: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sam-









































Figure 145: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sam-









































Figure 147: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sam-







































Figure 149: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sam-





































Figure 151: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sam-













































Figure 153: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sam-







































Figure 155: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sam-





































Figure 157: Comparison of cost distributions found analytically and by sam-
pling. (Left, sampled distribution; Right, sampled distribution with adjusted
range).
